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Introduction
This presentation is to explain the serious threat of the WHO

GPW14 - The 14th General Programme of Work (GPW14) 2025-

2028. WHO GPW14 is being developed a year earlier than

normal so that it can serve as the technical strategy for the first-

ever WHO Investment Round proposed for end of 2024 seeking

11.5 Billion dollars. 

The current focus for the GPW14 is on developing a zero draft,

through an iterative process in consultation with Member

States, for consideration by the WHO Executive Board in its

154th session on January 24, 2024 .  The final version of the

GPW 14 will be considered for approval by the Seventy-seventh

World Health Assembly in 2024. 
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Objectives

1 Explain why GPW14 is a bigger threat than good

because they will vote for the funding to strengthen

the WHO Pre-Qualification and EUL (Emergency

Use Listing) which is how covid-19 vaccines are on

the global market.

4Explain IOJ’s WHO CSO invite and our unique

role as CSO oversight of IO’s procurement and

authorizations in pandemic preparedness and

response

3
Show that in the first GPW14 meeting October 30, 2023 15% of

CSO’s and youth were in the first meeting dissenting. 3.5% were

censored when proving FRAUD about the climate scam and covid

vaccine horrors that would nullify ALL FIRST ROUND FINANCING

GOALS!!!! 

ASKING THE PUBLIC AND OTHER CSO’s TO PLEASE HELP

SHARE THE GPW14 THREAT WITH YOUR STATES AND

CONSTITUENTS!  Ask everyone you know to sign up to our

Interest of Justice Substack to get the information to attend

after the new year on Jan 12, 2024 to dispute point by point the

errors and deviations in the proposed GPW14.
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OCT 30, 2023

Jan 12, 2023

Jan 24, 2024
May WHA77,

2024

2025-2028

Timeline

GPW14 1ST CSO & Youth
Consultation

$11.5B Financing for
the GPW14 & covid
vaccine EUL if we fail!

1st and 2nd Round
WHO “Replenishment”
Funding If We Fail!

CSO’s and Youth
Invited For GPW14
LAST Consultation

WHO Power Grabs

This is where we got censored
after exposing the climate
scam and began to complain

Financing for the GPW14 EUL and
Prequalification genetic mRNA
experiments likely to be approved
by WHO Executive Board

first Round of $ coming 2024 and the
second larger installment in 2026 to
fund the climate crisis scam, global
censorship complex, data mining to  
and EUL eugenics experiments on
genome.

We need to bring in over 50% 
DISSENTERS this time!!!!

The 77th WHA threatens the WHO
treaty, IHR Amendments and a 1st
round financing based on this GPW14!!!  
Help us stop it.

THE DATE!THE DATE!
SAVESAVE
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WE HAD TO WRITE WHO THIS LETTER LAST TIME FOR THE RECORD!

Free Speech Association was censored in the 1st GPW14 "consultation" and was not able to consult on

issues of critical importance to this current GPW14 as well as the IHR amendments, treaty and

accountability. For this reason of WHO's overt censorship in the 1st GPW14 consultation hearing we

believe the omission of our ideas is not an accidental oversight to not include our ideas and concerns in

the report. To us, we cannot help but presume the censorship in the first consultation meeting is so that

WHO can write falsely in the consultation document and pretend to member States that there is a "broad

consensus" when in reality we represent the majority of scientists and civil society organizations which do

not want most of the policies being funded in the GPW14.

WHO GPW14 Censored Us Last
Meeting In October 30, 2023!  
HELP US TIP THE SCALE JAN 12!!!
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SDG3 means “Vaccines”
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GATES OF HELL -
MAJOR CONFLICTS!

The WHO NITAG was first funded in

2016 by Bill Gates. WHO decided that

was a conflict of interest so WHO

funds the NITAG directly with the

money Gates funds WHO with. NITAG

pushes “VACCINE UPTAKE” programs

and is why UN is censoring dissent,

even if reasonable. NITAG gets their

“private decisions into government

policy”.  Today Gates likely funds WHO

Foundation, which then funds NITAG.

GPW14 strengthens WHO Foundation

these financial ties with private

funders like Gates.
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In 2018, prequalification of medicines focused on

treatments for HIV/AIDS, malaria, TB, reproductive

health, hepatitis, diarrheal diseases, influenza and a

selection of neglected tropical diseases.

Prequalification of vaccines ensured evaluation of

vaccines that are required for routine immunization

against 24 priority diseases, and of the immunization

devices and cold-chain equipment needed for an

effective national vaccination programme, and also

performed risk assessment of certain vaccines that

might be used in a public health emergency.

HEALTH EMERGENCY
VACCINE CASH COW
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GPW14 Is Mostly To Fund the
Profitable WHO EUL Listing

Of course, product quality is in itself an enabler of access. This, in

essence, is the point of the WHO Prequalification Programme, which

makes approximately US$3.5 billion worth of urgently needed, safe,

and effective quality- assured products accessible to people every

year, including roughly US$1.5 billion worth of vaccines for routine

immunization programmes.6,7,8 

notice: The WHO Prequalification Programme is the same body which

authorized the EUL for covid vaccines.
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WHO EUL Listing Is “when the community/public
health authorities may be willing to tolerate less

certainty about the efficacy and safety of products” -
WHO DG Tedros 

WHY IS GPW14 FUNDING THE PRE-QUALIFICATION & COMPLIMENTARY EUL AS IF ITS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE? 

As stated in the EUL procedure document (43),

the EUL is not equivalent or an alternative to WHO prequalification, and should not be thought of as such. The EUL

is a special procedure for unlicensed vaccines, medicines and in vitro diagnostics in the event of a PHE [public

health emergency of international concern or other public health emergency authorized by the Director-General]

when the community/public health authorities may be willing to tolerate less certainty about the efficacy and

safety of products, given the morbidity and/or mortality of the disease and the lack or paucity of treatment,

diagnosis/detection or prevention options. It is intended to provide a time-limited listing […] for unlicensed products

in an emergency context when limited data are available and the products are not yet ready for application for

prequalification. As part of the EUL, it is expected that the manufacturer will complete the development of the

product and submit for licensure and WHO prequalification.
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For an intervention to be included in an EUL, the
following criteria must be met (43):

EUL Criteria 1

The disease for which the

product is intended is serious or

immediately life-threatening

and has the potential of causing

an outbreak, epidemic or

pandemic, and it is reasonable

to consider the product for an

EUL assessment, e.g. there are

no licensed products for the

indication or for a critical

subpopulation (e.g. children).

EUL Criteria 2

Existing products have not

been successful in eradicating

the disease or preventing

outbreaks (in the case of

vaccines and medicines).

EUL Criteria 3

The product is manufactured

in compliance with current

good manufacturing practice

in the case of medicines and

vaccines and under a

functional quality

management system in the

case of in-vitro diagnostics.

EUL Criteria 4

The applicant undertakes to

complete development of

the product (validation and

verification in the case of in-

vitro diagnostics) and apply

for WHO prequalification

once the data are collected.
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Eugenics: DNA Genome
EXPERIMENTS IN UN &
WHO PROCUREMENT?

Pushing Biological Toxic Agents
causing mass death. EUGENICS?
Do we really want the WHO EUL list
FUNDED by States and PRIVATE
entities for global experiments?
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WHO Ignores Excess Death 

The #6 adverse reaction after 30 days of taking Pfizer BioNTech IS DEATH!!! (FDA & CDC data

analysis show 1.29% with reported reactions died)

source: FDA and CDC data https://www.ehealthme.com/vs/pfizer-biontech-covid-vaccine/death/
www.interestofjustice.org



A PROGRAMME WITH TEETH

“The WHO Prequalification Programme is strict and does

not hesitate to  delist products when the applicant’s

dossiers are not up to standard. This happened in 2011 for

vaccines, when WHO delisted a pentavalent vaccine, and in

2004 for medicines, when the WHO delisted generic ARVs

because of irregularities at the clinical study sites where

bioequivalence was established, signalling to the industry

the Prequalification Programme had teeth.”25

GPW14 Insists Funding
Is Appropriate Because
EUL’s Can Be Delisted
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 Conclusions
2. WHO is pushing their
EUL program by lying the
experiments saved lives 

The EUL, WHO Prequalification Programme, UN

procurement along with the Trusted News Initiative

have psychologically nudged and caused medical

apartheid using experimental mRNA intervention

outside clinical trials which all meets the elements of

Nuremberg Code crimes against humanity and

needs to be stopped TODAY!

1. GPW14 is the WHO’s path
to 1st round financing of
$11.5 Billion dollars!

The world needs everyone to show up

identifying as a CSO or Youth and object to

the GPW14 financing & EUL Experiments so

humanity has a record for the lawsuits being

filed in the next couple months. This is how we

are able to have standing and win in the end!
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WHO is in violation of international law for human experimentation and therefore RESPONSIBLE 

for cessation and reparation, and the GPW14 is trying to continue the execution of illegal acts of

experimentation by funding the EUL with States & private actors!

Rather than fund WHO $11.5B States and humanity should Sue The WHO to prove attribution for acts

of false declarations of emergency, exaggerating the diagnosis, complicating the treatment with

unethical completely unproven novel gene therapies mischaracterized as vaccines while suppressing

ethical unproven safe effective interventions like HCQ and Ivermectin, systemic and widespread acts

of disinformation, deception, manipulation, coercion, threat and other illicit means to commit acts of

global eugenics human experimentation which may impermissibly affect the human genome heritage

of humanity, acts of political interference in scientific decision making, as well as acts of psychological

and biomedical terrorism, torture, and serious breaches of ethics and anti corruption which violate

international customary law and human rights law.  

DO NOT FUND THE WHO FIRST ROUND FINANCING ON JANUARY 24, 2024!  Convince your country to

Sue & Exit the WHO instead!

GPW14 is a Threat To Human
Rights & Global Procurement
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COMMUNISM
The UN or WHO are COMMUNISTS BY NATURE - FOREVER:

“This Senate attitude hasn't been overlooked by crafty men who would stoop to any device to get their

thoughts and ideas inflicted on the Nation and made the supreme law of the land. When men like

Alger Hiss and other Communist and Socialist sympathizers wormed their way into positions of great

influence in the State Department and took over the job of drafting up our treaties and agreements

with international organizations some rather strange and dangerous clauses began to crop up in

these documents. These clauses for the most part went unnoticed by Senators who seldom have

either the time or the inclination to wade through voluminous treaty agreements prior to voting on

them. But other people were perfectly aware of these clauses. They knew full well that treaties

automatically become the supreme law of the land upon ratification and thus take precedence over

the Federal Constitution and all our State laws." (Congressional Record, 1953, page A422)

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1953-pt9/pdf/GPO-CRECB-1953-pt9-1.pdf
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SUBVERSION
The UN or WHO are COMMUNISTS BY NATURE - FOREVER:

"Now let us look at the record. According to Trygve Lie, longtime Secretary General of the United Nations,

he stated flatly that there was a secret agreement between Alger Hiss and Molotov to the effect that the

head of the United Nations military staff should always be a Communist. That agreement has never been

broken, and we have had a succession of Communists filling that post, the present one being Mr.

Arkadov. As a first consequence of this treasonous agreement, this country lost its first military

engagement in Korea at a cost to this country of more than $20 billion and 145,000 American casualties

...This was the first war in which we engaged not as the United States military force, but as a United

Nations force. ...How convenient this was to the Communists to have one of their own men as head of the

United Nations military staff, who reviewed all orders going from the Pentagon to General MacArthur and

gave them to our enemy before General MacArthur received them."(Congressional Record, 1962, page

215) https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1962-pt1/pdf/GPO-CRECB-1962-pt1-3-2.pdf
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LEARN  MORE & JOIN US TO STOP THE
$11.5B GPW14 FOR EUL EXPERIMENTS!

Sign up below to get notification
after the new year for your invite
link to the next GPW14 WHO
meeting for Jan 12, 2024! THANKS!

TAKE ACTION!

More Information & Our Current Lawsuits:
www.WHOwatch.org 

www.InterestofJustice.Substack.com

www.SueTheWHO.org www.StopCovidVaccinesNOW.org 

UP NOW TO ATTEND

GPW14 JAN 12!

UP NOW TO ATTEND

GPW14 JAN 12!SIGN
SIGN
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